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. "Factors affecting student achievement in the Greek: educational
system".

Dr. Georgia K. Polyd9prides

Abstract

The objective of this study is to examine factors influencing
student achievement at the end of secondary schooling with
special emphasis on the national examination, based on which
selection in higher education is determined. The identification
of such factors is expected to clarify educational' policy issues

tiregarding the selection system with respect to the'stated goal
of equality of 9ducat'ional opportunity.

Fact affecting achievement are identified at three succeeding
levels involving applicants, total successes in higher education (
and successesin university education. the stratification
uattern, according to which students are differentiated to-
successes and subsequently allocated to the hierarchical division
of higher and university education, is identified.

Results show differentiation of the relative importance of secon-
dary.factors, while the primary factors are consistently instrU"-4_
mental in explaining achievement at 'all three levels.



Factors affecting student achievement in the Greek educdtional
system.

Dr. Georgia K. Polydorides

introducton

Demand for university education never seized to be excessive in
Greece. Ever since the fifties the number of applicants is more
than the number of successes. The need for selection will conti-
nue,andentrance exam ations will persist appearing as the mt5st
accute issue in Gre, educational policy making. ' .

Oh.

. The selectionssysteml, as the crucial point in the reproduction
of the university- educated labOr force, is the central focus of
social and political conflict. This becomes apparent by the fact
thr4t all governments in the last, twenty yeats have introduced
changes or tqforms'in this specific part of the educaonal
process. Moreover,,the present government took office in 1981
having as one of the major ptomises in its campaign platform
the abolition of the CoUntrywide (Panhellenic) entrance exami-
nations at the end of seconc lazy schooling.

Entrance examinations have not peen abolished an are
:Inlikely to be replaced by d TIOther p5pcess of selection. The
only visible poSsbil,ity is that, due to social pressure and
social demand, the number of successes might grow even' more !

as

each new government will continue changing or "reforming" the
clection procesS, which, it my view, will persist as a system

r3t examination of one type or another 2
.

1. This has been the major "reformist" policy measure in. the
last twenty years the other being the transformation in 1980
of entrance examinations to graduation examinations at the
end of secondary schooling.,This meant that all graduates of
general secondary schools could aditomatically be considered
as applicants to higher education.

Fo/ a description of the 1980 and recent changes in the
selection process see Georgia K. Polydorides "School based
evaluation and external examination evaluation in the Greek
educational system".
Resources in Education, December 1984, ED 247252.
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Focus and dbjective

Given this course of possiblg events, research on the-factors
which affectstudentperformance,at the end of secondary
schooling becomes of paramountimportance. Thigi is even ,more
so, since educational policy decisions are accompanied by de-
::larations of promoting equal access to higher education.

But Greece, at the moment, is lacking not only substantial
research regarding equality of opportunity and factors affecting
student performance, but, it is also lacking a'genulne opera
tiunal definition of equality of educational opportunity. The
research project from which.this study draws its data and sta-
tistical analysis.is set forth to work on the first and, in so
doing, to state and clarify the second.

The objective of this study is to examine factors influencing
iii.udent achievement at the end of 'secondary schooling with
special empasis in the national examination on the basis of
which selection in higher education is determined. The` indenti-
fication of such factors and their hierarchicil contribution
to student achievement is expected to clarify educational policy

I

issues regarding the selection system with respect to the goal
of equality of educational opport4pity.

Preoccupation with equality of educational opportunity in the
rhetoric presenting and promoting 2 ,eral reforms as been
,Iccicpted so far without real challenge. And that is inevitable
:-iri'C7e there have been nz systematic attempts to identify factors
influencing achievement scores on the basis of which Policies
presented as%geared to promote educational opportunity could
be evaluate-1 and, probably, disputed.

ti
?: Research Project on the Evaluation of the Selection System

for Higher Education, K.E.M.E. Greece, in progress. The'
author is the senior researcher and author of the Research
Report.

1. Polydorides (1984), op. cit.
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Conceptual scheme and methodology

'The identification of factors affecting student performance and
their. hierrclaical ,contribution to achievement Ls investigated
in a model including three subsequent stages involving:
- first, achievement of applicants

second, achievement of all successes in higher education and
- third, achievement of successes in university education.

In this way we are able to ,identify the 'actors resulting in
the stratifiaation processes which differentiate:
- first, successes and failures

- second, successes to university, and the rest of higher edu-
.

cation and

<

third, successes in university disziplines stratified in a
hierarchical way.

. '

The value of achievement scores (either in-school or in the
external national examination), as the dependent variable, is
fxprested by the relationship Y.=,f(x), where f(x) is a function
pf the independent variables on which information has been
Utained and are listed below. The multiple regression equation

\gives an estimate of the change expected in the dependent
variable,'as each factor increases by one unit, ceteris paribus.

The data on which the study is based are derived from a 10%
rand.= sample of students from all lyceums (upper secondary

\- schools) of the country and includes:

- in-school achievement as a DV

- natiom.1 examination achievement as a DV
- school and teacher characteristics as IV

- personal characteristics as IV
,

family characteristicl"ws IV

- previous school achievemen cramming school attendance as MV
- 'aspirations (curriculum track) as MV

See Polydorides (1984),'for a description of the way in which
applicants are "allocated" to specific disciplines according
'to their overall-score.
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Analysts and findings

The 7-N4ression analyses of applicants' scores have shown that
achievement in high school, is related more to previous school
attainment and less to family social characteristics or per-
sonnal characteristics 6

. Achievement in the national entrance
examination is related ,primarily to curriculum track, previous
attainment (but less than achievement in high school is),
followed by family social characteristics. (Tables 1,2,3 and 4)

_.The most important social background variables appear to be
parent's occupational category "teacher" 7

.

School's educational infrastructure characteristics appear to
have a small relationship to achievement in the national exami-

, nations and almost none to achievement in high school., The
latter is obviously due to the fact that score variability
within schools is larger than between schools, while at the
same time, indices of educational infrastructure are identical
for students in the same school 8

6. This, of course, was expected and it coincides with findings
in other parts of the world.
See for example:*
- William H. Sewell and Robert M. Hauser, "Causes and

Concequences of Higher Education:Models of the Status'
Attainment Process". American Journal of Agricultural
Economics, Vol. 54, No. 5, December, 19/2.

- Duane F. Alwin, "Socioeconomic Background, Colleges, and
Post - Collegiate Achievements" in Sewell,W.H. et.al (eds)
Schooling and Achievement in American Society. Ney York:
Academic Press, 1976.

Mwenene Mukweso et. al. "Education and Occupational Attain-
ment from Generation to Generation: The case of Zaire"
,Comparative Education Review Vol. 28, No. 1, February 1984.

Detailed results are not shown in this paper.
For a comprehensive discussion on this issue and examples
of efforts to overcome the related problems see Sewell, W.H.
et. al. (eds) (1976), Chapters VII, VIII, IX, XI.

7
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More detailed findings of the study
9
have indicated that girls

have better performance in language' related subjects while-they
appear to do worse (than boys).in mathematics subjects, a finding
which supports international research results 10

. It is worth
stressing that rank of birth is not an important determinant of
achievement.

As research findings from other parts of the world show (unlike
results in the U.S.), rank of bith does not affect achievement
when the impact of the number of children and socio-economic
characteristics of parents Are accounted for: More important,'in
the cases where a. small relationship is identified,' it is'a
positive one 11

.

As the reader may observe in'tab/es 2 and 3 there.are some inte-
.

/...ming differentiations,. in the relationships of the factors
t-.,amined with achievement, among the 44ifferent types of communi-
.tie. Family characteristics appear to correlate more with
achievement in "major cities"' and "cities" both in the national
examinations and in senior high school; (it is interesting that
personal characteristics are more'important in the cities, towns

12and villages,and Thessaloniki).

9. These are not presented in the tables included in this text
but are important points in the overall study.

10. See for example Langer, Philip et. al. "Age of Admission and
Trends in Achievement" in American Educational Research
Journal Spring 1984, Vol. 21, No. 1, where differences in
achievement in mathematics are presented for girls and boys
separately.

(It

11. This indicates the "strategic planning" of the Greek family
to exploit as much as possible all the available resources.
For example, in the rural areas, the first child is quite
early involved in the family production scheme and subse-
quently owns the larger portion of the family land. The
second and the third child are to be more educated and strong-
ly encouraged (if not imposed upon) to aspirations of white
collar future employment.

12. Polydorides, G. "Educational differences among students and
the 'cultural' potential of the city", paper presented at
the Vth World Congress on Comparative Education, Paris
July 2-6, 1984(a).
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Cramming school attendance is correlated more with achievement

in the cities (both in the entrance examination and in senior

high) while tutoring is-Icelated more to achievement in senior high

in major cities. In Athens, cramming school attendance is rela-

ted to achevemAt in the national examination (but far less

than it is in the cityes) whileprivate tutoring is related

negatively to achievement in senior high.

Interestingly the factors which influence achievement and, the-
refore, determipe, the stratification patterns, according to which

students are differentiated to successes or failures and, 41...b1

sequently, allocated to the hierarchical division of higher dnd

university education are more or less the same (Table 5). They

are differentiated though, as we proceed to the subsequent levels

of the overall stratification scheme, in terms of the degreesto

which they affect achievement at each level.

As it is shown in summary table 5 preiofus in-school attainment

is the most important determinant of the stratification of stu-

dents at all levels. In the case of the national examinations it

is superceded by curriculum track (see also table 1). ,

<

At the level of stratification of applicants in successes and

taiLures, sex (girls:negative effect) and cramming school atten-

ciance are the next important variables regarding achievement in

the national examinations; sex (girls: positive) and father's

tciucation are the next important variables regarding achieve-

ment in high school.

At the level of stratification of all successful students in

higher educationfcramming school attendahce and father's educa-

Lion are the next important variables regarding achievement in

senior high*; sex (girls: negative) has a stronger influence on

achievemdnt in the national examination and woi (negative) has

a stronger influence than sex when the total score 13
is examined.

13. The total score is a sum of the national examination scores
...and grade point averages in senior high school multiplied by
specific coefficients. Polydorides (1984).
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Finally the stratification of university successes in the
hierarchy of scientific disciplines (overall score) is influenced
(besides achievement in junior high and curriculum track) by
father's occupation, work (negative) and sex (girls: negative).

we point out that, although we observe differences in the
'relative importance of the factors examined, there exist no
considerable diff?rences'in' the Mean achievement. scores among
the different types of communities (Table 6). This is indicated
by the fact that "community type" was not identified as an int-
portaNlt: factor affecting achievement at any level.

Discussion

The most important finding in this study is that previous attain-
ment in school is a major determinant of the way high school
graduates are stratified in the scheme described in this paper.
As much as this was to be expected, there are two points that
need to be stressed. First that in Greek public opinion cram-
ming school attendance, tutoring, educational infrastructure
and community type hold un undisputed importance, which implies
that previous attainment is superceded by these factors. Second,
that, although previous aktainment is found to be an important
fieterminant of achievement internationally, it is less than it
Is in Greece.

Within this line of explanation previous attainment "absorbs"
tho effect of family social characteristics, with which it is
correlated even more than achievement at the end of secondary
:ichoolincris

14
.

The differences in the factors which affect achievement in
senior high school and achievement at the national examination
point to the fact that curriculum track should be a factor of

14. Polydorides (1284), table 1. This is also to be expected!
But it seems that in Greece socialCharacteristics, after
they have played their inevitable role in defining early
school attainment, they do-not persist, their-role is
lessened and indirect.
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iiiajor concern. The findings indicate that there is a serious

difference at the level of difficulty adopted in the science
track of the national examination. So an important inequity,

structured within the selection system which has considera-
ble educational and social consequences. Because students from
botil tracks are allowed to apply to certain fields of study
without any attempt from the part of the Examination Committees
to standardize or "correct" their scores.

Two other major findings relating to the equality, of elpportun,ity

issue have to do with sex and social background in a contradiL

ctory way. Achievement in school is infuenced by social chara-

cteristics more than achievement in the national examination is.
so, .from the point to view of the stated policy goal of educa-

tional equality, recent trends in increasing the coeffiecient

multiplying the G.P.A. to enter the total score are not'justi-

fied. On the contrary they contradict stated educational policy.

on the other hand, girls do better in G.P.A. than in the natio-
.

nal examination and, from this view of the equality issue, the

increased importance of G.P.A.'s has resulted in the influx of
women in higher'and university education in recent years. .

Thus by opening up the "black box" of the selection system and

examining the three stage stratification process of which it

consists of, we have been able to identify specific factors

related to specific policy decisions. And, in general, we have

been able to "understa.ld" the selection mechanism much better

than when comparing the "before" and "after" situation, as it

is normal practice in related work in the country..Even more,

we have been able to identify factors which promote or hinder

equality of educational Opportunity at each one of the successive

tviges in the selection process separately. At the same time

we question the importance of certain factors which havelltiso-

riented public opinion with respect to their contribution to

0.0ucational success.

4.

11



T,t1,1(, 1. Sep irate factors affectii'q achievement. Multiple

teqtt2ssion IV's, applicants 1980.

independent variable
achievement in
national. exam

R2

achievement in
senior high

1
err

1;ex (woman)

work (not working)

0.000

0..013**

0.043**

0.000

0.010**

0.044**
father's occupatiori 0.029** 0.042**

mother's occupation 0.019** 0.026**

father's education 0.032** 0.051**

mother's education 0.037** 0.053*Ic

nuillber of siblings
2

0.004** 0.008**

:-ank of bith 3
0.005** 0,007**

c.)mmunIty type
4

0.007** 0.006**

achievement in,junior highs 0.280** 0.493**

achievement in senior high6
0.415**

cramming school attendance. '0.017** 0.020**

t.ducationalinfrastructure 0.027** 0.017**

curriculum track
7

(type 1) 0.383** 0.234**

" F significant at 0.01

These variables were not finally included in the overall

multiple regressions.

9th grade

11th grade

ype 1:.humanities, type 2: science.
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vailable

. Achievement

Corte icit,on cot? (i-toersts 1.111,,er.sxiq cnt CAM t.

vac: ntrititte. othievionent scores. Successes 1q131

--*,

AthdOts
1
Thessa-

egicia .loniki2
region

major 3 cities
cities

4
towns
and

villages-

t
$enir High (12

h
glaae)

Senior Mich (10 t. hgrade)

th
grade)Junior High

Primary (6
th

grade)

2. Family character.

0.13
0.51"

0.46it

0.10°

o.o5

o. To"

0,g)36.

0.45x

0.15

0.68"

0.50"
0.38"

0.22"

0.24..

0.66,"

0.48"

0.52"
0.252

0.12

0.54.6

0.411';'

0.26"

011father's education

mother's education 0.05 ace 0.7t" 0,19 " 013

older sibling's educ. 0.06 0.16 0.15 0.2e 0.19

number of siblings -0.004 -0.126 -0.08 -0.09 -0.04

tatheCs occupation
income proxy)*

motfilite. u*-cupatien
(incohe proxy)

number of rooms

0.12"

015'

0.02.

021.

0.42"

-012

0.22"

031'

0.10

0.25*

0.11

0.15

0.01

0.20

e-
t\ amLer 2,t care 0.01 010 0.12 0.03 0.01

TV 0.004 0.13 0.254 0.04 021.

sinitieant 0.01
.cant 0.0b

-4

2

it1,2iuder,

tnc lude,

r of Athens and Piraeus, and the Suburbs
` e Let,tfr ot and the suburbs

tra and five mailoir cities
Oa. c:ties (except 1,2,:} above)
t.e rest of each county.

Table 2.
\\,

(CO:It I nu..d)

Athens
regten

Thcssa- major cities tOW116

lontki cities and
region villages

3, School a edvcational
infrastructure

teachers per perm. res4.

students per teacher

students per teacher
of exam. courses

students per class

average teacher
experience (years)

classes per teacher;
exam.courses:humanities

classes per teacher
dkam.courses:science

4. Cramming_ schools
and tutoring

cramming schoolmonths

private tetoringmonthS

crau,..school,

priv.tutor.,

cram.sohool,

priv.ta.,c0st

total numLer of hours

total cost

hours

hours

cost

0.01
A-0.24 V

0.02 -0.07 0.08

-0.03 -0.06 -020. -0.12

-005 -006 -022" -016 0.02 '

- 0.04 0.02 -0AB. -0.10 -0604

0.05 0.02 -012 -0.07 0.01

0.03 -0.22" -0.05 0.10

- 0.03 - 0.06 -0.13 0.10 0.061

Ole 0.10 -0.05 0.21° 0.15

-0.04 -0.01 0.15 -0.06 -0.04

0.10" 0.08 - 0.09 0.504e* 0.15

-0.08 0.05 0.24" -0.06 -0.041

0.14. 0.12 0.03 0.30" 0.10

-ac9 0.05 0.15 -001 1.03

ace 0.10 0.02 0.29" o.i3

- 0.03 0.09 0.16 0.13 0.04--
source: Research Project on the evaluation or the Selection System for Higher

Education. e.-1 R. }gym rc>44

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
ao

ri
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Taoia

variables

(.0(rse4otton coccOctenti. Cnoevt.

kip Sche.of (12c" .Arcade ) . Succe.,sys 1'481

Athens
1
Thessx- major

3
regir,n oniki2 cities

region

1. Achievement

University Entr. Es 0&ts'. 0.T340

Senior High (10
th

grdale) o.*** 0.61 **

Junior High (9thgrad6) C.54" ci.sci % 0.62*

Primary (6thgrade) , 0.20" 0.5**

.030** 0.68'

2. Family character.

father's education

mother's education

older sibling's educ.

number of siblings

father's occupation
(income proxy)

mother's occupation
(income proxy)

number of rooms

number of cars

TV

** significante0.al
* signif icante0.05

A

cities towns
and

villages 5

0.64" n.63**

o.6g** 0.121"-

0.61" 0.60*"1-

63;44

0.104i 0.1;4 0 23" 0 25 at* 0.111

0A0 0.11* o.3044 to,z64* 0.06

o.04 0.11k 0. 52" 0.36 ** 0.06

-0.09* -0.18* -0.18* -ace -0.00

OA 2,44 2 lkoO
0.2q** 0.35* 0.07

OA° 0 52" -00:1 0.20 0.14

0.02 -0.11 0.11 0.13 0.13

- 0.04 0.06' 0A6 0.019 - 0.05
0.05 -0.11 0.12 0A0 o.22*

it incit.4,s the" enter of Athens and Piraeus, and the Suburbs

2. It i=lisdett the cantfr of Thessaloniki and the suburbs
3. It Includes Patras and five major cities

4. It includes th cities (except 14.2'0 above)
5. I: includes tne rest of each couilty,

15

0. p

-..-

5

Table - (ckAitin'le4)

_ ----- ----- - .,....

. Athens Thessa- ma101- cities towns
val.. region loniki cities and

region villages

3. School's educatiopal
infrastructure

teachers per perm. rosi.

f-
sty4ents per teacher

students per teacA.es\
Of exam: courses/

students per class

teacher
exp ience (yeast')

classes per teacher;
exam.coursesihaFanities

classes per teacher
exam.coursesiscience

4. Cramming schools
and tutoring

cramming school',

private tutoring,months

0.01 -CAL+.

0.02 0.08

-0.04 ocil

- 0.03 0.10

0.003 0.04

0.02 - 0.15

- 0.02

cram .school,

priv.tutor.,

cram. school,

priv.tiit.,cost

total number of hours

total cost

hours

hours

cost

0.05

- 0.10.

0.04

0.01

- 0.10*

0.01

- 0.0;

- co.1 0.03 -0.01

-016* -0.04 -0.02

-0.14 4elt,0.02

-0.16 - 0.08 0.04

-0.004 - 0.02 0,07

- 0,06 0.1.)

- 0.08 - 0,02 o.03

s'0.06

- 0.01

0.05

0.06

0.04

0.04

0.0'

0.06

0.01

0.02

02744

0.08

0.24"

0.11

6.26"

a 2

- A.

0.94.0*

-0.07

0.30"

-aoa

SNal
**

012

4

0.11

-0,x3

0.02

-0.02

xl

0.001

source: Research Project on the Evaluation rf the Selection System for Higher

gducet ion . k. Ea. 6,-a. a ca.) crl ere N.-.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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TioolQ 4. P ltikcie regression R2 S. AU sticces5es 4981

equation

. .

klichicw.evmam+ fro.% sertoot.
4

achievement in school
2

personal charact.

family chAracter.
3

tl

family character.
4

eacational infrastr.

cramming se?...hc-,l att.
5

cramming school att.
6

city siz-e--

achievement achievement
in the exam in senior

hilah

o.o36*

0.024** O. 03q**

0.016*( 0.006

0.023'1'4 0.025**

0.026** 0.012*

44
0.014+

** significance0.01
* significance0.05

.-
4.14

O. 0 2.2.

1. "it includes all ..chool achievement v3riablys occuring prior to the depen-

dent variable.
2. It inc1.4des school achievement wriables through the 10

th
grade.

3. lather's and mother's occupation variables are expresed as dummies.

)
4. F-ther's occupation is expressed as a proxy of fatha.r's income (income of

males by bosipational c.atei;ory, 1977 survey of the N.S.SA
5. Independent variable measures reffier to unit values per student.

6. Independent variable measures reffer to total:, ;.er studant,

Source: Research Project on the Evaluation of the ::,-.1ectior. System for Higher

Education.Ck...ia.1-4.FE. &ree41=) n-octresc.

17 .



Tahl Factors affecting achievement at subsequent stages in the
,selection process for higher education Multiple R''s.
Summary table.

t.o.uation
significant
independent
variables .

achievement in senior'hiqh
,-cuple: applicants, 1980

4

:".7: achievement in the entrance
examinations

zimple: applicants, 1980

achievement in senior hig

0.494**

0.402**

0.408**
sample: all successes in higher

education, 1980

["V: achievement in the entrance
examinations

:;ample: all successes in higher
education, 1980

scare
:lamplt: all succeaser in higher

educat ion, 1980

,iev(:ment in sonic' high
.:LIc:;:o:.;ses in university
education, 1981

cr al L,core

5UCCeSSCS in university
education, 1981

0.270**

0.243**

0.537*'

0.44b**

-achievment in junior
high
- work (negative)
-sex (girls: positive)
-farther's education
- cramming school
attendance'
-curriculum track2
-curriculum
-track (type 1 : positive)
- achievement in junior
high
- sex (girls: negative)
-educational infrastruc
- cramming school
attendance
- not working

-achievement in junior
high curriculum
-track (type 1: positive)
- cramming school
attendance
- father's education

- curriculum track
- (type 1: positive)
- sex (girls: negative)
-achievement in junior
high
-father's education
- cramming school
'attendance
- work (negative)

-curriculum track
- achievement in junior
high
- work (negative)
-sex !girls: negative)
-cramming school
attendance

-achievement in junior
high

-curriculum track
-work (negative)
-cramming school
attendance

-curriculum track
(type 1: positive)

-aanievement in
junior high

-father's occupation
-work (negative)
-sex (girls: negative)

Tn months
2. Typ 1: humanities

Type 2: science, technology
See' footnote 13 in text.
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Tabile 6

13

geons 54.it (..csse jU1 oppetcont, to t.intvef ,4 ttj

L.ctocol.n 1981

vat iaLic.:
Atheac

1
reyian

Thessa-
loniki
regidh

----rw
4

major citie6
cities

towns
and

5
villages

1. Achicvomi:nt

University Entr. vsovm. B546 a456 6546 6629 8506

Senior High (12
th

grade) 18.06 11,42 14,21 18, 1B.04

Senior High (10thgrade) 11.3, 1r.3 6 17.52 ,'14.76 11.24

Junior High (9thgrade) 14.52 14.93 '11.49 17.19 t 14,39

Primary (6t1hgrade) 4.63 9.82 1.66 9 13 9.55

2. Family character.

12e6 10.21 4.10 W53 I.8ofather's educatil)n

mother's education 10.42 8.44 7.93 7.98 5.96

older sibling's educ. 1426 13.42 15.96 13.88 13.11

number of siblings 1.O5 1,21 1.33 1.39 1.52

father's occupation 2147 55 200116 140460 114114 151254
A (income proxy)

mother's c0cupAticr 154240 154338 133141 120453 95492
(income proxy)

number vf roams 3.88 5.25 3.11 3.61 3.11

number of citrs 0.88 0.80 0,400 0.13 0.41

TV 13,46 0.99 0.96 0,46 0.85

o. Athens Ar.d Pireauf:, and the SaOurbs
2. St include:-. the center of T!;e5....nlottiki am:1 rt.T ..:Rbutel

%.4,4

3. It ir.clut.if,s Patras and five rajr.r c:tter
t'ne cities (r..tce..77t

5. :t 4%,.:,:414.4 the Is-St of each

19

4

14 (cuntinuod)

Athens Thessa- major
region loniki cities

region

ti

cities towns
end

vi I lag es

3. Schoorr, odvcattr,nzlj
infrastructure

o
teachers per perm. pock.

students Per teacher

students per teacher
of exam. courses

students per class

average teacher
experience (years)

classee per teacher;
exam.coursesibumanities

classes per teacher
exam.courses:science

4. Cramming schools
and tutoring

cramming schoolomonthS

private tutoring,months

cram.schoolyotai hothre

total hours

cram.itc411,

priv.t4.,cost

total number of hours

total cost

4.

1.01 1.05 1.00 too 1.09

10.85 10,135 13.05 i0144 8.55

14.812 15.16 11.26 14.55 11.18

18.60 16;06 24,224,4 16.68 12.32

10.88 13.02 12.24 40.05 1.1-3

1.21 1.*6 1.26 1.25 '1.26

,1.16 4.14 1.18 1.30,

-r

1.24 b,90 10.44 6.25

3,04 244., 3.;".ftt. 2.41 .1.66

303 405 3804 2oq

49 45 57 344 34

22134# 16419 213166 -;,k 24180 19650

21445 14404 2568 434% 4154

356 541 465 413 243

52910 ?4685' 51454 . 31460 24403

sourem: Proje,!: ;." ':',.ster., ti:ir-14:,
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